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■#Seditionist Audrey Ann Southard—#Florida singer & vocal coach—used her

soprano at the #TrumpInsurrection to scream at cops that they should “tell f**king

Pelosi we’re coming for her! F**king traitorous c**ts, we’re coming! We’re coming

for all of

■■Just prior to storming the Capitol, #Seditionist Southard posted a now-deleted live video to Facebook: “We’re standing in

front of the Capitol building, ready to take it. It’s gonna be fun.”

Clear premeditation. ARREST HER NOW.■

@lauferlaw #TrumpInsurrection #Sedition

While pushing a wooden pole with an American flag against an officer’s torso, Southard yelled: “Bulls**t! They’re going to

feel us!We’re pushing through. Boys, ready to go again?” she shouted before yelling at an officer, “last breath or last bullet,

what’s it going to be?”■

#Seditionist James Christenson used @gofundme to raise $475 to pay for the trip for himself & Southard: “Republic Patriots”

would “secure our Constitution & that of our founding Republic values...we the patriots of America have borne the cost to

make our presence known.”■

After Pence did not overturn the election, Christenson said thousands of people crushed forward. “I saw one Marine veteran

tell a cop, just take your hand off your gun, b/c if you pull it this is going to be a bloodbath. The cop took his hand off it &

started moving aside.”■

Days before traveling to DC, Christenson published a 17,000-word “Peoples Declaration,” describing a plan for “the People,”

with the help of the US military, to install Trump in office until 2024. He also advocated for removing all Democratic

politicians and officials.

#Sedition

#Seditionist Christenson began to cry as he told a story of helping an officer from being trampled: “I can only imagine what 

he saw in my eyes. We were just two Americans who didn’t know why we were fighting.”
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BECAUSE YOU TRIED TO OVERTHROW OUR GOVERNMENT.■ 

 

#TrumpInsurrection

“It was scary. I didn’t realize how unstoppable a force that many people can be.”

Yet this #seditionist Christenson doesn’t think that the violent #seditionists should be labeled “traitors” or “terrorists.”

“They’re Americans, willing to take a bullet for what they believe.”■

These traitors are so brainwashed by Trump and the @GOP that they don’t understand that their violent #CoupAttempt is

the literal definition of an #insurrection and #sedition.

They will not stop, unless we stop them.

ARREST EVERY TRAITOR NOW.■

#TrumpInsurrection #GOPSedition

https://twitter.com/GOP
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